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Abstract

In the paper a new automatic intonation recognizer for the Polish language is presented. The recognizer design combines Machine Learning and expert knowledge techniques. Machine Learning is used in pitch stylization (Artificial Neural Network), speech alignment (external design based on Hidden Markov Model) and intonation decoding (Hidden Markov Model). Expert knowledge drives phonemization, syllabification, lexical accentuation and lemmatization. In the recognizer, a recently available intonation annotation system for Polish is used. The intonation annotation system and the related expert knowledge allowed for substantial reduction in the number of designed HMM decoder parameters. Software integration problems emerging from the number of modules comprising the recognizer are approached using an original software environment for speech processing. The environment has data-centric message-driven Blackboard-like architecture with an annotation graph as a shared memory.

1. Introduction

The early attempts to describe intonation independently of orthographic text can be attributed to Joshua Steele who, in the 18th century, transcribed intonation in the productions by the famous Shakespearian actor David Garrick (after [1]). Since then, several systems of intonation representation were invented varying from low-level representation of fundamental frequency trajectory to high-level linguistically motivated intonation annotations. The fundamental frequency extraction problem was addressed by several researchers in the last 50 years. Also, mid-level representations of intonation based on production and perceptual models of pitch have had a rich bibliography within the last 20 years. Recently, an interest has grown for automatic recognition of higher-level intonation representations, especially linguistically motivated intonation annotations.

Intonation annotation is known to be useful for Natural Language Understanding and Speech-to-Speech translation as it is connected to semantic and pragmatic features of natural language. The annotation can also improve Automatic Speech Recognition accuracy by the reduction of variability on the segmental level and independently by providing the means of modeling speech disfluencies. Finally, maybe the most straightforward applications of intonation annotation are speech research and didactics.

The automatic intonation recognizer is a unit that converts speech signals into intonation annotations. The use of underlying orthographic text is known to improve intonation recognition accuracy ([2], [3]). In parallel, as noted above, intonation annotation can be used to improve Automatic Speech Recognition accuracy ([5]). Therefore, some authors suggest that an intonation recognizer should not take advantage of orthographic text ([6]).

Several intonation (prosody) annotation systems have been proposed, amongst which the British School system and ToBI can be regarded as the most influential.

In recent years a few attempts to solve the problem of automatic intonation recognition using ToBI annotation have been reported ([2], [3], [7], [4]).

The present paper describes an automatic intonation recognizer for the Polish language based on a new British School intonation grammar model presented in [9]. The reason for modeling intonation solely rather than prosody in general is that intonation is known to be the single most important prosodic cue in Polish ([8]).

2. Elements of the Intonation Recognizer

The present intonation recognizer can be logically split into three functional blocks: text analyzer, pitch stylizer and intonation decoder. The text analyzer block takes unrestricted (un-normalized) orthographic text as input and produces an underlying sequence of phones, syllable boundaries and lexical accents. The pitch stylizer block takes a speech signal as input and additionally a sequence of phones and syllable boundaries from the text analyzer block and produces a floating point vector encoding the pitch course for each syllable. The intonation decoder, given lexical accents and floating point vectors of stylized syllables, searches for the maximum likelihood sequence of intonation annotation tags.

The use of lexical information in the recognizer is seen as an important asset here, as it establishes a link between acoustic and lexical cues of intonation. Future implementations of automatic intonation recognizers should be incorporated directly into the search stage and in such cases, the intonation recognizer should take advantage of the hypothetical word path associated with the current search state in the decoder.

The next subsections present a more in-depth description of the functional blocks of the recognizer.

2.1. Text analyzer

The text analyzer block can be seen as a generalization of an electronic pronunciation dictionary. For any character sequence given as input, the text analyzer produces a phonetic-segmental transcription, syllable boundaries, lexical lemmas (where applicable) and lexical accents. There was no electronic pronunciation dictionary available for Polish at the time of designing the present recognizer. In fact, such a dictionary is one of by-products of the research on the text analyzer block.
The Polish language is highly inflectional. For 120 thousand lexemes in a standard dictionary 2.5 million wordforms exist which makes all-wordform dictionaries hard to maintain. Phonetic properties of Polish spoken words depend significantly on neighboring words. These include inter-word assimilations, non-syllabic words that need to be appended to neighboring syllables and deaccentuation in various lexical collocations. The Polish language has substantial regularity in the relation between the orthographic text and the data that need to be produced by the text analyzer. As a result phoneticians have been able to formulate highly accurate, although sometimes complex algorithms answering most of the research problems associated with the block (excluding lexical accent rules). Considering the facts presented above, a design choice was made to implement the text analyzer based on expert-rule approach. The resulting text analyzer outperforms classical pronunciation dictionaries in terms of coverage, context sensitivity and and storage size. There are seven modules comprising the text analyzer: tokenizer, normalizer, lemmatizer, phonetizer, syllabifier and lexical accent assigner.

2.1.1. Tokenizer
The tokenizer is a simple module that splits the input orthographic text into tokens, distinguishing wordforms and non-lexical tokens.

2.1.2. Normalizer
The normalizer is a module that converts non-lexical elements to appropriate (sequences of) lexical elements. Currently, the module is capable of converting any number to corresponding wordforms including the appropriate inflection. The module is implemented as a cascade of Finite State Transducers (FSTs) compiled by means of the FSA6 toolkit described in [10].

2.1.3. Lemmatizer
The lemmatizer is a module that provides each wordform with lemma and Part-of-Speech information. The information provided by lemmatizer is essential for the subsequent lexical accent assignment. The lemmatizer is a reimplementation of the SAM lemmatizer first presented in [11]. The lemmatizer takes advantage of the affix stripping algorithm with affix tables and lemma tables based on the so-called Tokarski’s index. The affix index consists of 16371 affixes and 64845 lemmas.

2.1.4. Phonetizer
The phonetizer is a module that converts normalized orthographic text into a sequence of phones. The present recognizer, described in [12], is based on a set of letter-to-sound rules proposed in [13]. The rules were tuned and a total number of 1254 exceptions to the rules were included. Additionally, rules were extended to support regional variants of pronunciation and various transcription systems. A compiler converting transcription tables with rule definitions and exceptions into FSTs was developed. The phonetizer achieves very high reliability estimated as 99.78% Word Error Rate on a normalized newspaper text excluding words taken from foreign languages (e.g. foreign names).

2.1.5. Syllabifier
The syllabifier is a module that splits a sequence of words into syllables. The syllabifier was based on expert rules proposed in [14]. The rules were improved by adding a set of morphologically-based exceptions. A dedicated formalism for syllabifier rules specification was defined together with a compiler converting the rules into FSTs. The syllabifier takes into account cross-word syllables encountered in Polish.

2.1.6. Lexical accent assigner
The lexical accent assigner is a module that assigns lexical accents to syllables taking into account wordform contexts. An original lexical accent typology for Polish was introduced with special concern for the applicability in intonation recognition. In general, each syllable is assigned two binary attributes describing the possibility of occurrence of a strong and nuclear intonation accent for the syllable. Lexical accent rules are defined in terms of a dedicated formalism and a compiler converting the rules into FSTs is provided.

2.2. Pitch stylization block
The pitch stylization block extracts intonationally relevant information from each syllable from the input speech signal. The block takes advantage of information provided by the text analyzer.

At the early stage of the development of the recognizer, a perceptual stylization module as described in [15] was used. The stylizer is implemented by means of Praat program ([16]) and takes advantage of built-in Praat’s pitch extractor. One of the main problems with similar stylization algorithms is that errors made on earlier processing stages accumulate and are hard to recover in the later processing stages. A cascade of thresholding performed in the stylizer (especially by pitch tracking) could be avoided if replaced by more informed global maximum likelihood search in the decoder.

A decision was made to develop a dedicated pitch stylizer for intonation recognition. The main differences between the dedicated stylizer and the previously used stylizer are: syllable-wise stylization, adaptability, build-in speech aligner, better plausibility of the output for statistical modeling at the cost of lowering human interpretability, diminished accumulation of pitch extraction-related errors, decreased processing power consumption.

The dedicated pitch stylizer consists of the following modules: spectral transformer, pitch extractor, speech aligner and syllable stylizer.

2.2.1. Spectral transformer
The spectral transformer is a module that performs signal preprocessing and transforms the time-domain speech signal into a frequency-domain representation. The preprocessing routines include preemphasis, low-pass filtering (cutoff=2kHz), downsampling, DC removal and windowing (64ms Hamming window, 16ms step). In the subsequent stage the windowed signal is transformed using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or Wavelet Transform (WT). According to the characteristics of the pitch extraction module, presented in the next subsection, the application of Wavelet Transform improves extraction accuracy by providing clearer high frequency components. The preprocess-}


2.2.2. Pitch extractor

The pitch extractor parametrizes frequency-domain speech representation into three parameters: pitch height, loudness and harmonicity. A novel method based on frequency-domain comb filtering is used. The method employs gradient descent algorithm for the training of filter coefficients which is implemented by means of an Artificial Neural Network. Currently a multi-component sine wave is used for training the filtering coefficients but the design allows for real-time adaptation of parameters from the speech signal which will be the subject of the further developments. In the pitch extractor all the output parameters are normalized using the z-score method with mean and variance computed from the most recent 20 seconds of the speech signal.

2.2.3. Speech aligner

The speech aligner locates phone boundaries in the speech signal which allows for syllable-wise pitch stylization. The speech aligner module is an interface to a multi-lingual highly accurate Sonic Continuous Speech recognizer ([17]) developed at the Center for Spoken Language Research in Colorado. The Polish training database for the Sonic was prepared taking advantage of the text analyzer block presented in the paper. The Polish version of the Sonic Speech Recognizer was developed as a part of a larger project presented in [18].

2.2.4. Syllable stylizer

The syllable stylizer parametrizes the pitch trajectory over each syllable in the speech signal into a 6-element floating point vector. The stylization vector elements are as follows: a weighted averages of pitch and delta pitch at the initial and final part of the syllable (4 elements), weighted averages of pitch at maximum and minimum pitch values in the syllable (2 parameters). The weighted averages are computed using composed harmonicity and loudness parameters which forms a weighting coefficient.

The information stored in the stylization vector is sufficient to make possible discrimination amongst the most informative tunes allowed by the intonational grammar.

2.3. Intonation decoder

The intonation decoder block is based on two-stream Continuous Density Gaussian Mixture Hidden Markov Model. The extended pitch stylization and the text analysis block were meant to reduce data variability and in consequence the number of parameters in the decoder. The input data are grouped into two streams: a 2-dimensional lexical accent stream and a 6-dimensional pitch stylization stream. The lexical accent stream is modeled with 1-component Gaussian Mixtures with full correlation matrix. The pitch stylization stream is modeled with 4-component Gaussian Mixtures with a diagonal correlation matrix.

The topology of the HMM was designed on the basis of expert data found in [9]. The overall phrase structure presents as follows (in Bacchus-Naur notation): [wPT][sPT]NT, where wPT is a non-accented weak pre-nuclear tune, and sPT and NT are both accented and named strong prenuclear and nuclear tunes respectively. The initial syllables of the accented tunes are the only accented syllables in a phrase. There are several types of sPT, wPT and NT tunes differing in pitch height, pitch contour shape and location with respect to neighboring tunes (see [9] for details). Each tune from the grammar is given a separate HMM consisting of two or three states. The resulting HMM is composed of 22 HMMs for individual tunes and contains 59 states in total. To further reduce the number of parameters, Gaussian Mixtures parameters are tied between similarly shaped tunes.

The intonation decoder is implemented using HTK toolkit ([19]).

3. Software integration

In view to the number of modules and non-serializable dependencies between the modules of the system, a Software Architecture for Language Engineering (SALE) was developed in parallel with the recognizer. For the definition and examples of other SALEs see [20].

3.1. General characteristics

The SALE developed with the intonation recognizer is called SLOPE (Spoken Language Open Processing Environment) and is to be published on a free software license when it reaches beta stage. SLOPE takes advantage of a data-centric software integration approach resembling a Blackboard architecture. Data-centric here means that software modules are not connected based on module identity but on types of data produced/consumed. The major features of the SLOPE include: shared memory in the form of an annotation graph (similar to the one defined in [21]), ontology repositories for module integration (collections of data types associated with the meaning), data persistence, round-trip engineering development technology (using Universal Modeling Language), portability (implemented in Java, C and C++) and deployability, including a low-memory footprint and fast startup time.

3.2. The structure of the recognizer

Being implemented by means of SLOPE, modules of the recognizer communicate through a central data structure (annotation graph). An ontology repository is used for module coupling. Fig. 1 presents dependencies between modules based on consumed/produced ontologies.

After reading the diagram it should become clear that a basic pipeline architecture is not feasible for the recognizer’s implementation.

4. Database, training and testing

The training database for the recognizer consists of a subset of PoInt speech corpus presented in [22]. Intonation annotations for the speech signal are taken from [9]. The resulting speech corpus consists of 397 intonational phrases annotated with orthographic text and intonational tags. Given the limited size of the corpus, a v-fold training procedure is used with the constant size of testing set equal to 98 phrases.

5. Tentative results

The preliminary performance tests were performed using procedures similar to those used in [2] or [3]. For each syllable in the test set, we check whether it is accented properly (including tune identity) and compute the percentage of properly accented syllables, falsely accented syllables and falsely deaccented syllables. The results are as follows: 78.2% syllables receive proper accentuation, 9.4% of syllables are falsely accented and 12.4% are falsely deaccented. The results cannot be easily compared with the results presented by other researchers.
because their findings refer to languages other than Polish and a different intonation system is used. It should be noted that the present recognizer is still under development and the presented results should be regarded as a baseline for further improvements.

6. Conclusion and future work

In the present intonation recognizer, expert knowledge and machine learning approaches are combined using specialized software architecture. There are three major profits from the extensive use of expert knowledge in the system: the first is an intonation annotation system, the second is a HMM decoder design and the third is a robust text processing module that replaces standard pronunciation dictionary with significant added value. The future plans in the development of the system include a more detailed evaluation and fine tuning, the extension of the training database using a semi-automatic procedure involving the present recognizer and, finally, improving the system adaptability.
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